
Joey Room October 2020 Reflection 1  

We would like to welcome back all the families to the Joey room who have been spending time at 

home over the last few weeks. We have missed everyone and we are glad to see you all back with us.  

The children have been quite busy in the room and since they have returned, they are growing and 

have developed new skills. Veisinia, Sofia and Sophie have now started to walk around their indoor 

and outdoor environment. It is great to see the smiles on their faces as they move around. They can 

now walk to the table for meal times and pull out a chair to sit on. The children are exploring the whole 

environment they are working out how things work and how too problem solve. By turning around the 

coloured blocks they can see how they blocks change colour at each turn as well as finding out where 

the switch is to turn on the blocks. We are developing our pencil grips when we are drawing with the 

crayons with some of the children holding the crayon in a palmer grasp and others using a semi tripod 

grip. The children are moving the crayons in different directions. There are some of the activities in the 

room that have been out for some time but the children still find ways of challenging themselves like 

the peg boards where the children keep on building up the towers using more and more blocks. 

We have now introduced the easel in the room for the children to start t draw on the paper with 

crayons and over the next week we will be introducing the drawing area onto the tables and we will put 

out paint onto the stand for the children to experience painting. These are some of the activities that 

the children will experience in the Possum room next year and the children who were here during the 

covid-10 restrictions had time in the possum room where these experiences were out. 

This part of the year we usually transition the children ready for the possum room where we start to 

walk to the bathroom before meals to wash our hands and dry the on the paper towel. They are 

usually quite good at feeding themselves and now are learning to walk to the container and scrape 

their bowl after they have finished and then take a face washer and wipe their hands and face before 

moving away to the next routine. When we go to have nappy changes, we are encouraging the 

children to walk up the steps and down again in the bathroom to then wash their hands before going 

off to play. During sleep time now the children who are on one sleep during the day now sleep on the 

mattresses on the floor. Some of the children are able to self-settle themselves off to sleep while 

others need a little patting or someone sitting next to them. We are also starting to drink out of an 

open cup with some of the children to still drink out of a Sippy cup. 

All of the children have settled well into the routine and have enjoyed spending lots more time in the 

morning and afternoon outside moving about and exploring. The children with siblings love to stand at 

the fence and see one another. 

We would like to welcome Charlie and her family to the Joey room and we hope that you will enjoy 

your time with us. 

Links to the National Quality Standards: Quality Area 5: Relationships with children and TRCC Philosophy 

 


